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Breakdown and Price of our  

Life Coach & Transformation Life 

Coach Training Course 

 

“Our Training is specially designed for time convenience, with the 

intent to fully equip you as a Coach, with future reference and step 

by step structure, while adding great value to your investment.” 

We see very little value in any course that provides you with an overload of 

information, which by the end of the day gives you no reference (unless you pay 

for a refresher) but instead, leaves you overwhelmed and confused. 

Certifying you, as a Life Coach and Transformation Coach, means the world to us.  We have 
made a declaration to ourselves, that we will do our absolute best to serve and help 
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humanity.  As the world and life have changed into a battle for survival with no 
meaning…leaving more and more people unfulfilled, empty, lonely, depressed and sick, we 
have solemnly committed ourselves to help, guide, equip and transform every Coach whom 
we certify to the best of our abilities.  The responsibility for change lies in us: The Life Coach, 
Transformation coaches and the Mentor!! 

 

 

 

 

 

“This means that our Course IS THE BEST, and will give you, THE MOST 

VALUE for money.  We say this with great modesty and truth.” 

“Our Course is structured in 2 easy and powerful steps to optimise 

your learning capacity and ability to master your new skills. You 

have the choice to pay for everything upfront or to split your two 

affordable payments. The Choice is yours.” 

STEP 1 - Pre-Study: Committing yourself with an easy and 

fun DVD Pre/Home Study Course 2.0.  This is designed for your 

own convenience and future reference.  You just watch the DVD’s 

and read along in your Manual here and there. 

 

The Pre/Home Study part covers all the Basics, Theory and Fundamentals of Life Coaching, 

Transformation Coaching and how to utilize Neuro Linguistic Programming into and with 

Life Coaching. On the DVD’s, I explain all the above in an easy and practical way, so that 

any person can grasp and understand the subjects. P.S. Just note that NLP DOES NOT 

MAKE YOU A REAL POWERFUL LIFE COACH!  You do not have enough skills and 

strategies to give a person an entire Paradigm (Mind-set) shift.  Transformation Life 

Coaching is much, much more than NLP!!!! 

 

STEP 2 – Advanced Practical Training & 

Certification: Signing up for our Advanced Practical Training 

& Certification 
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This is where you will learn and experience our Transformation Coaching System™ hands-

on and also learn the step-by-step coaching structure that will enable you to immediately 

start coaching and transforming people with emotional issues, problems and dis-empowering 

habits. 

 “Will I have the time and money to do this course?” 

You already have your reasons why you want to become a Life Coach, and now you want 
the skills and tools to start doing what you love. The only two questions you might be asking 
yourself right now are:  

 “Can I Afford it?” 

 “Do I have the Time?” 

We asked ourselves: “Is this only about money, or are we doing this from the heart?” 

Our mission and purpose are: “Educating, Empowering and Transforming Lives so 
that people can be equipped to become Successful and Happy in their Careers, 
Personal Lives, Relationships, Family and Finances!”  

We are really proud to share our: 

 Affordable  

 International Accredited 

 Time Effective 

 Unique and Powerful Course! 

You will get everything you were looking for in our Course, and the best part is: “You will 
have the opportunity to Master your Life Coaching & Neuro Linguistic Programming Basics, 
Theory, Knowledge, Practical Techniques and Fundamentals in your own time 

The subject on Life Coaching and Neuro Linguistic Programming is really big, and I think you 
will agree that it is impossible to fully master these subjects in only a few days. Because of 
this reason, so many people had to go for “refreshers," and even I had to attend a few 
refresher courses to fully grasp the power of Life Coaching and Neuro Linguistic 
Programming. The unfortunate part is that too little people really have time, and 
therefore, end up never mastering the subjects!!! 

With our Improved Time Saving Course Structure, we could include much more than what 
you will find in ANY other Training Institute. We also included a lot of useful Neuro Linguistic 
Programming processes, specifically designed for Life Coaching.  Some of this advanced 
material you will only find in the Master’s Certification Programs of much known Life 
Coaching or NLP Institutes in South Africa.  
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“We want you to be a Master and Leader in Transforming Lives from the 

beginning!” 

Our Master Life Coach Training Course is beyond any normal, NLP and Life Coaching 
master’s course. It is unique and much more advanced.  It will only be available for selective 
coaches and practitioners who truly mastered their live skills at the first level!!! 

Continue the next page for all the details of step 1 

and step 2… 

 

STEP 1 - Pre-Study: The Transformation 

Coaching DVD Pre/Home Study Course 2.0 and 

Pre/Home Study Manual  

 

“This is what you will receive, when you commit yourself!” 

Our brand-new Transformation Coaching DVD Pre/Home Study Course 2.0 is a neatly 
organised DVD Pre/Home Study Course with an accompanied MP3 Audio CD and a 
Transformation Life Coach Training Pre/Home Study Manual 2.0. The MP3 Audio CD 
contains all the Audio from the Videos that are on the DVD’s. This makes it now possible for 
you to listen to the training, while driving your car to work and back, and therefore, enables 
you to really master the material after you have done your Practical Training.   
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In total, the new Transformation Coaching DVD Pre/Home Study Course 2.0 consists of pure 
straight to the point video content that will teach you all the theory and the fundamentals 
at your own leisure, from home. (To deliver this amount of information in a Live Training 
will take me 3 Days) Now you can sit in the comfort of your private home and go through it, 
at your own pace and really absorb all of this powerful information in an easy to understand 
format, delivered in small bite-size chunks. As you are going through this life-changing 
information, you will start to notice how your thinking patterns, start to change for the 
better. You will gain a more positive outcome orientated view of life and yourself. You will 
also gain the skills to: Read people better; understand them better and become a great 
communicator so you can get what you want a lot faster and therefore, help other people in 
getting their desired outcome. You will in addition learn 10 very powerful techniques, which 
you can utilise to get any person that you meet to like, trust and associate with you, under 5 
minutes. If you really caught on to what I have just said, you will understand the power that 
you will gain with these techniques in any type of communication, relationships, at work, at 
home, in your social life and as a Life Coach.  

The Transformation Life Coach Training Pre/Home Study Manual 2.0 consists of 283 A4 
pages. Now, I know some of you might think to yourself “hey that is too many pages to 
study at home," but the good news is that you do not have to read or study them at all. I am 
just going to ask you to read a bit here and there in the manual.  Almost all the information 
in the Pre/Home Study Training Manual will be handled on the DVD’s. So relax, and know 
that nearly all of your Pre-Study work will be watched on the DVD’s! The manuals are there 
for reference with all the detail of each subject, after the Advanced Practical Training when 
you wish to Master it through reading. I also know that there are people that would rather 
choose to read only, and for them, everything is in the manual, which will also help them to 
be fully prepared for the Advanced Practical Training. 

You are about to get all of this now, in a New and Improved totally Transformed Powerful 
Accelerated Learning Video Format, that is scientifically proven to boost retention of the 
information by up to 90% and give you much faster and dramatic results in a short period of 
time, than what the previous DVD Pre/Home Study Course has done. Now don’t get me 
wrong here, the preceding DVD Pre/Home Study Course was great, and we have been 
improving on it for the last four years, and many people got phenomenal results by applying 
the information on it at home; however, the new one is way more powerful. 

To tell you the truth, we like to strive for excellence and therefore, want to be the best 
market leaders in what we do.  It was time for a radical new approach, and over the past 2 
years, we have been studying the most Advanced Accelerated Learning Processes in the 
world and included all of them into our new Transformation Coaching DVD Pre/Home 
Study Course 2.0. We now utilise all the major learning styles (Visual, Auditory and 
Kinaesthetic) and every subject gets explained technically, theoretically, practically and also 
in a metaphor, which, by the way, is the most powerful way to teach any new concept. With 
every subject, there will be various pictures and animation that will help you to understand 
the whole idea and concepts. (Remember a picture speaks a thousand words).  These 
pictures/animations are graphically illustrated picture/animations, were specifically 
designed for us to explain each subject. 
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Over the years, I have spent over a million rand on my own development, and I can tell you 
from all the DVD Pre/Home Study Courses that I have bought internationally…nothing 
comes close to the quality of our new Transformation Coaching DVD Pre/Home Study 
Course 2.0. We really went out of our way to create the best.  

You NOW, have the luxury of your own environment and time to go through and Pre-Study 
all the Basics, Theory and Fundamentals of Life Coaching and Neuro Linguistic Programming. 
This will lay your Foundation for your Advanced Practical Training, where you will learn the 
Transformation Coaching System™, which is up to date the most powerful, life-changing 
coaching system in the world. 

For more detail of what will be covered in the Transformation Coaching DVD Pre/Home 
Study Course 2.0, please refer to the Course Layout attached to this email. 

Hi Burk, 

“I just wanted to let you know that I received your DVD Pre/Home Study Course, and I am stunned! 
Your work is beyond International Standards because I have just done an International Life Coach 
Training Course, and it cannot compare to your Manual and Structure, not to even mention the 

DVD’s. I am really blown away. Thank you.”  Elize  

-------------- 

Hi Burk and Isobel, 

Been meaning to drop you a mail to say a massive WOWEE and huge THANKS for such an incredible 
DVD Pre/Home Study Course!!! 

We are engrossed in the Pre/Home Study, and it has already expanded our awareness greatly, of the 
things that we deal with daily and conversations we have with others. The whole world is actually 
looking different to me!!! 

Very excited about the possibilities that await us as we move through this amazing experience. 

Looking so forward to your Advanced Practical Training soon. 

Much love and gratitude, 

Galaxy and Didier 

You will be much more relaxed, confident and prepared on the Advanced Practical Training, 
because your fundamentals of Life Coaching & Neuro Linguistic Programming are strongly 
ingrained and understood during the Pre-studying of your Transformation Coaching DVD 
Pre/Home Study Course 2.0. 
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The Total Investment in Yourself for the Transformation Coaching DVD 

Pre/Home Study Course 2.0, Audio MP3 CD and Pre/Home Study Manual 

will Only Be: 

R6 997.00 Vat Inc. 

P.S. For those in life who are eager to start, to encourage this 

eagerness into action, payments made within 30 days of receiving 

this email, will enjoy the benefit and reward of a R1 000 discount!!! 

--------------- 

Just to be clear on this: When you order your DVD Pre/Home Study 

Course 2.0 on or before 30 days after we have sent this email,  you 

only pay: 

R5 997.00 Vat Inc. 

Don’t have the full R5 997 upfront, but would like to take advantage of the 
R1 000 discount? 

No problem, there is a Lay-Buy Payment Option! When doing your first instalment before 
30 days after we have sent this email, you will still qualify to receive the discount! 

To find out more about our Lay-by Payment Options, you are welcome to Contact us Now, 

for more detail.   
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Remember: To order your DVD Pre/Home Study Course 2.0 now, 

just send us an email requesting a Proforma Invoice. In the email, 

supply us with your Full Names, (if you have a company, then also 

the company name), your contact number and physical address. 

We will then respond back to you with a Proforma Invoice with 

our banking detail and your Reference Number to use when you 

do the EFT. 

Remember… “The First Step to get qualified as an International Accredited Life Coach, 

Transformation Coach, Neuro Linguistic Programming Practitioner and Negative Emotional 

Therapy™ Practitioner is to buy the Transformation Coaching DVD Pre/Home Study Course 

2.0 with Bonuses as soon as possible.  You can literally start Right Now!” 

We are also going to give you a great powerful Free Bonus Training that will be included in 
the DVD Pre/Home Study Course: 

Free Bonus: You receive a complete EFT (Emotional Freedom Technique) 

Home Study Program with the value of R1 500! 

These are very powerful techniques that you can use on almost everything! Some people 
have rid themselves from cancer using EFT, so it is really phenomenal! You can use it on 
Anxiety, Fears, Limiting Believes, Pains, and Aches…. Like I said, almost anything! I personally 
healed a 16-year-old back problem by using EFT. Now please, Remember this is not a 
standard part of our course!  This is an Add-on Bonus to further Equip and Empower you as 
a Transformation Coach. 

 

----------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Continue the next page for Step 2… 
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STEP 2 – The Advanced Practical Training & 

Certification 
 

 
Burk and Isobel Thank You!!  You both have changed my Life!  I came in here thinking I was just going 
to learn how to talk to people, but you have shown me a whole new way of life!  What I have gained 
in this training is priceless, and I will take it with me wherever I go!  I will live it, apply it and share it 
with an enthusiasm and vibrancy that which I have discovered in this training!  For me, I have grown 
tremendously in the last week!  I am a new person radiating from inside out!  Thank you, thank you 

and thank you!  Love and light to you both! 

Razia Shaikh 

During the Advanced Practical Training, you are mainly going to learn and apply all our 
Transformation Coaching Techniques and Life Coaching Processes. Here you are going to 
work through our thoroughly laid-out Transformation Coaching System™ step-by-step. This 
enables you to fully experience and understand the methodology of our Coaching System. 
You will experience the results of each technique and coaching process, first hand.  

 “First as the Coach, applying the techniques, and then as the Client receiving 
it.” 

This is of utmost importance if you want to start coaching immediately and a fundamental 
part of our Certification.  
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“According to our beliefs, a Transformation Life Coach must be congruent in 

every aspect of his or her life.  A Transformation Life Coach is an example to 

other people.  Therefore, we strongly suggest that one should first master his or 

her own life before one can go into the world and claim to change or 

transform the lives of other people. People will only stream to you for help if 

they can see or sense that your life is aligned with your coaching and preaching. 

(Don’t think you can fool people by just learning everything from paper or 

theory. A Transformation Life Coach is someone who display that they have 

Mastered Life and can speak from Experience. You cannot be a Congruent 

Coach without going through the experiences yourself.) To give you this 

advantage above the other Training Institutes, we give you the opportunity to 

participate in all the Transformation Coaching Techniques and Life Coaching 

Processes yourself and therefore, resolves all your Mental Baggage, Emotional 

Baggage and all your Limitations that are still holding you back. I promise you 

that most of it; you are totally unaware of, because most of it are located at a 
Subconscious level.”  

P.S. The paragraph above can in no way describe what you will be learning and 

experiencing during the training. To get a better idea and a more in-depth 

understanding, READ the Course Layout Attached to the email. 

Since Life Coaching and Neuro Linguistic Programming are 
much more than theory and information, we structured the 
advanced practical training part that is necessary for 
Learning, Practicing and Experiencing our Transformation 
Coaching System™ in only a five Day, Intensive Practical 
Training. Once you are certified, you will have the 
opportunity to join our Transformation Coaching Master 
Mind Group, to help motivate, inspire and coach you to set 

up your coaching practice and to assist you with any new questions that arise as you start 
coaching. Every single coach needs his or her own coach, and the Master Mind Group will 
give you that opportunity. 

“To get certified, it is compulsory to attend our Advanced Practical Training." 

We will always make sure that this five days are falling over a weekend, from Wednesday to 
a Sunday, so that you actually only take three days leave. 

In the Advanced Practical Training, you will 

receive your Step-by-Step Transformation 

Coaching System Manual where we will teach 

you our “TRANSFORMATION COACHING 

SYSTEM™” that will totally enable you as a 
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Life Coach, Transformation Coach and NLP Practitioner to transform, help 

and guide anyone with almost every imaginable situation or problem. 

 

“In our TRANSFORMATION COACHING SYSTEM™ we compiled all the processes, tools and 
techniques in an orderly step-by-step System, so that you can easily and effortlessly be 

able to immediately start coaching.  You will have all the confidence to guarantee results, 
by just following the TRANSFORMATION COACHING SYSTEM™ as it is laid out in your 

manual!” 

To learn more about what you will be learning in the Transformation Coaching System™, 
please refer to the “Course Layout” that is also attached to the email we send you. 

 
“Indescribable!!  Burk and Isobel, you have taken me through my deepest, darkest journey – one I 
have evaded for 45 years.  I came to learn how to help others…and found myself instead!  How 

liberating to find forgiveness, understanding and Love!!  With your skill, knowledge, love and 
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discipline, I can walk onto a new “Whole” Time-line…Free of the emotional baggage that intoxicated 
and robbed me for all my life.  I am immensely grateful, blessed, inspired to share this experience as a 

Life Coach for the Greater Good!!  My New, Best Life has just begun!!” 
Elsabe Veldman 

 
Now, I can honestly say that there is no other training company that can in the first place do 

what we can do with our “Transformation Coaching System™” in such a short period of time 

with lasting results. Just read the testimonials on the website again, and you will see what I 

mean. And secondly, there is no other company that offers this kind of value that we are 

offering here. If you find one that has maybe half of what we have to offer, you will find that 

they charge in the region of R45 000 – R85 000. The way we see it is that the world needs 

more Coaches equipped with our “Transformation Coaching System™” to help more people 

out there that are depressed, living with low self-esteem, having anger issues, having any 

kind of emotional issues, anxiety disorder, not believing in themselves, relationship 

problems, teenager problems, financial problems and the list can go on and on… You see 

Isobel and I cannot change the world on our own, and we want to empower as many 

coaches as possible with our “Transformation Coaching System™".  We can only then make 

a massive change in this world.  

Doing what you love and to love what you do give so many fulfilments, especially when you 

know that you have a gift in helping people.  Each one of us was born with a specific gift, 

and you know in your heart where and what it is.  To be courage’s enough to take action 

upon this dream will finally give you the authority to help people in your own practice. 

The Second and Final Investment in Yourself for your “Advanced 

Practical Training and Certification” are: 

 

R10 987.00 Vat Inc. 

 

P.S. Lay-by Payment Options are also available for the Advanced Practical 
Training & Certification. 

With our International, Accredited course from “The Association For Neuro Linguistic 
Programming” and “COMENSA," you can now successfully empower and transform 
yourself and other people.  

Become an International Accredited Life Coach, Transformation Coach, Negative 
Emotional Therapy ™ Practitioner, and NLP Practitioner today, and learn how to use your 
full potential in achieving all your goals so that you can help other people to achieve the 

same or even better results. At our revolutionary and powerful Transformation Coaching 
Academy™, we equip people to live their dream career and purpose! 
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By successfully completing this Advanced Practical Training, you will be 
Internationally Certified with these 4 certificates!  

1. Life Coach 
2. Transformation Coach  
3. Negative Emotional Therapy™ Practitioner 
4. Neuro-Linguistic Programming Practitioner 

 

Habits like “putting something on hold” or “always finding excuses” is like a monster who 
terrorizes our inner domain, preventing full growth and happiness. We have two options: 

 To keep it fed with endless supply of hostages like excuses and fear or; 
 Defeat it by Taking Action NOW! 

“Celebrate your successes by choosing to take Action NOW! 

Contact us right away for a Pro Forma Invoice for the “DVD 

Pre/Home Study Course” so that you fearlessly put your best efforts 

into a final victory.” 

“By learning to take Action in the NOW, you will be surprised how things just 
tend to work out, because everything we are doing NOW, in the MOMENT, is 

determining the outcome of our Future.” 

Free Bonus Courses To 
Get Your Coaching 
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Business Up & Running 
A.S.A.P 

 
“We are again… giving you more FREE BONUS GIFTS to Help Master 
all the Coaching Techniques and to help You Set up Your Coaching 
Business/Practice with Confidence and Ease after the Training! The 
values of these Bonuses are over R13 500 if you go and buy them 
yourself. We wanted to give our Coaches all the information they 
will need to set up a successful Coaching Business/Practice which 
made us go out there and buy the distribution right to give as a 

Bonus to all our coaches.” 

 
Bonus 1: Over 34 one-on-one Coaching Videos, where I personally coached 
people to overcome their problems. Valued at R5 000 

This will be your most Valuable Bonus DVD set. In these videos you will see me coaching 
different people with various problems and helping them to quickly overcome it using our 
Transformation Coaching Techniques and Coaching Processes. This set will really help you to 
master all the techniques and therefore, help you to model me, so you can get the same or 
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even better results with your clients. Remember in the training you are going to see me 
doing it only once, now you will have the Freedom to watch it over and over at home so you 
can become just as good as I am or hopefully even better. 

We used to sell this DVD Set to our coaches for R5 000 after the practical training to help 
them master all the Transformation Coaching Techniques and Coaching Processes. However, 
we have decided to make this DVD Set Mandatory to every coach that we train with the 
intention for them to become truly skilled at the art of transforming other people’s lives, 
and for that reason, you are going to get this as a Bonus…absolutely Free!!! 

Bonus 2: A very powerful Step-by-Step Marketing Video Program. Valued at 
R2 000 

Becoming a Life Coach is one thing, but to go out and let other people find you, are another 
thing… a challenge which I had to overcome and made all the investments myself. These 
videos will teach you all the marketing basics you want and need to know so that you get 
your message out there. 

Bonus 3: A 21 part course on how to build a Profitable Coaching Business 
Starting from Scratch. Valued at R1 000 

This Video Program will give you the foundation you need to start your business with the 
right mind-set and actions critical to future success. You will learn: 

 How to spend the least amount of time and money possible to get your 
business/practice up and running. 

 How to get in the mind of your customer so your services and marketing, 
effortlessly gets them to enrol as a client. 

 How to break the bad programming from past jobs or businesses that will hold you 
back and limit your success. 

 How to focus your energy on what hits the bottom line and much more… 

Bonus 4: How to Build Your Own Website… just like we have, and a Full 
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) Course to get your Website on the first 
page of Google. Valued at R1 000 

If you love our website, then you are going to love this bonus. We will share with you this 
powerful technology to build your own Professional website. You do not have to be 
technical to do this. As long as you can operate an Internet Browser, and you can copy and 
paste…you will be able to build your own website. The software does all the work for you, 
and it comes with a full Video Training Course.  

A website is a great tool for marketing yourself, but if you are not on the first or second 
page of Google, then it is not of much use to you? We went out of your way to source the 
best Search Engine Optimization Course, and next bought the rights to distribute it to our 
Students. By following this course and applying the principals, you will quickly see your 
website ranking on the first page of Google.  
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Bonus 5: Video Course with PDF Booklet on how to write a Copy for your 
Website that will sell your Services as a Coach. Valued at R1 500 

A lot of people think that if they have a flashy website that people will just automatically 
sign up of their services. This can be no further from the truth. You need written content on 
your website that can persuade the prospect to enquire further into your services. You need 
written copies on your website that can sell you and your services. This bonus course will 
really give you the edge in writing a copy for your website that sells. Remember there is 
nobody that knows your business and what you can do for other people better than you. 
Now you will be able to learn from a Master Copy Writer, exactly how to write your own 
copy that sells and gets people to buy into your services. 

Bonus 6: Getting Free Traffic to your Website Video Course. Valued at R1000 

You can have the greatest looking website with Killer Sales Copies on it, but it wouldn’t help 
you a bit if you do not have traffic. You might be asking, what is traffic? Traffic is highly 
targeted people looking for your services that land on your website. If you have no traffic, 
you have no Business, period! 

Bonus 7:  Linked-In For Professionals Marketing Video Course. Valued at 
R1000 

How to set up a Professional Linked-In account and how to use it to market yourself and to 
network with other business people. This course can really help you to utilise Linked-In for 
Professionals to get you into the Corporate world. 

Bonus 8:  Facebook Fan-Page Marketing Video Course. Valued at R1000 

This will show you how to set up a Business Fan-Page on Facebook and how to use it to 
market yourself on Facebook and how to drive traffic to your Facebook Fan-Page and your 
website using Facebook.  Facebook is a very powerful marketing platform, and most people 
have no clue how to use it for marketing their services or business. Remember if you use 
your personal profile to market yourself, you will get banned by Facebook.  Learn therefore, 
how to set up a professional Facebook Fan-Page that you can use to market your new 
Business and your Services. It also teaches you how to drive a massive amount of traffic to 
your Facebook Fan-Page and to your website. 

Bonus 9:  A great one-hour video on the best layout for a Coaching Website 
that get customers to take action on your website. 

This is a great video that teaches you how to structure the perfect layout for your website 
that will hook your customers who land on your website to take action and to read more 
about what you have to offer. Most people when they come to a website, and it is not 
catching their attention, clicks away immediately. This guy has sold now over $100 million of 
his own products and services on the Internet, and he will teach you the secret of the 
perfect layout for your website. 
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Bonus 10:  How to set up your own Workshop. 

Workshops are a great way to introduce people to your services, to sell yourself and to 
make a lot of money for one day of work. This course will guide you on how to set up your 
own workshop.  

Bonus 11:  Niche Market Research 

Remember when you really want to make money as a Coach; you have to target a few Niche 
markets. Just to be “A!” Life Coach will only put you in the sea of sameness and there is no 
money to be made there. You need to identify about 5 – 6 niche markets and see if there 
are enough people searching for the “term” on the Internet and then structure your website 
to target those niche markets. The software I will introduce to you here will help you to do 
that research, and it comes with video tutorials on how to do it. 

Bonus 12:  Business Branding 

After you did your niche market research, you will have to come up with a name, logo and 
then brand your business.  This great e-book will teach you all about Branding your Business 
and Services so you are NOT part of the sea of sameness. 

Bonus 13:  An eBook with 101 ways on how to market you offline. 

Marketing yourself on the Internet is the future because almost everyone has cell phones or 
tablets and they are using it to search on the Internet.  However, we still need to learn how 
to market ourselves offline. This eBook describes 101 different ways on how to do it. 

“We also give you GREAT BONUS GIFTS to help you in the Areas of 
Health and Strategically Building Wealth for Yourself and other 

people!” 
 

Bonus 14: How to have Super Health, Vitality and Energy. Priceless when you 
apply it. 

I gathered and compiled this information over a period of eight years and therefore, 
invested a lot of money in it. I teach you only the gold – the things that work for me after a 
lot of trial and error. When you have more Energy, Vitality and Health, you will accomplish 
much more in life!! 

“To be a Life Coach will mean that you will become an example for others!  
People will look up to you!  Be congruent and be a leader of life!” 

Bonus 15: Step-by-Step, Strategic Wealth Building Strategies. Priceless when 
you actually put these strategies in place. 
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I paid R26 000 to attend this course delivered by a Billionaire. There I learned very powerful 
strategies to create wealth for myself, and I will share this valuable information with you as 
a free bonus gift. In my mind, it is important to take your Financial Matters in your own 
hands, so that you can strategically create Wealth and Financial Freedom for yourself and 
your family. I also belief it is vital to teach this to your clients; especially in these uncertain 
economic times. 

 

Warmest Regards, 

Burk & Isobel Esterhuyse 

 

 
Contact Details: 
Email: support@transformationcoachingacademy.co.za 
Telephone number: 0836091976 or 0832250597  

 

P.S.  Just to sum it all up again:  

Step 1:  Order your DVD Pre/Home Study Course 2.0 today for R6 997 Vat Inc. 

(Remember; when ordering on or before 30 days of receiving this email, your investment 

will only be R5 997 Vat Inc.). This course is a DVD Pre/Home Study Program with an 

accompany Manual designed to teach you all the Basics, Theory and  Fundamental to Life 

Coaching and Neuro Linguistic Programming that lays your foundation for the Advanced 

Practical Training.  

Step 2: Enrol for the “Advanced Practical Training & Certification”.  When you have gone 

through the DVD Pre/Home Study Course, you can enrol in one of the “Advanced Practical 

Trainings” for: R10 987 Vat Inc.  

 

For more information on “Negative Emotional Therapy™”, please click on the following link: 

http://nlplifecoachingtrainingcourse.co.za/negative-emotional-therapy/ 

For more “Testimonials” of what people had to say after completed the course, just follow the two links: 

http://nlplifecoachingtrainingcourse.co.za/testimonials/   

http://nlplifecoachingtrainingcourse.co.za/negative-emotional-therapy/
http://nlplifecoachingtrainingcourse.co.za/testimonials/

